
Pray4Tunisia 

Building the Prayer Movement


Thanks for your helping us build a prayer movement together for Tunisia! Here are some things 
that we’ve learned over the years as we have asked people to sign-up for Pray4Tunisia’s daily 
prayer prompts:


‣ Be concise, but clear, as you explain what Pray4Tunisia is. Something like:


- “Pray4Tunisia is a prayer initiative that seeks to engage others in a prayer movement for 
the sake of Tunisia. They have short, daily prayer prompts that are sent out via email, 
informing your prayers and helping you to see the situation on the ground more clearly. 
The prompts might be pictures or scripture, testimonies, or information about the different 
regions of the country and the unreached people groups who live there. We would love for 
you join us in prayer…”


‣ If you are using a slideshow:


- Show them an example of a daily prompt


- Ask them to get out their phones and go to the website as you are talking about it


‣ If you are using printed materials:


- Have enough for everyone present


- Pass the materials out during your presentation, or even better, have them on everyone’s 
seat before they arrive


‣ If you are using a sign-up sheet:


- Pass the sign-up sheet around during your presentation


- When you are finished, simply scan it back to us, and we will be glad to do the data entry 
to get the individuals on the mailing list 

"When a dam is erected in a mountain valley, the water begins accumulating behind the dam, which can 
take months or even a year or longer. But when the water level reaches the right height, the sluice gates 

are opened, water begins to turn the generators, and there is tremendous power.  

Perhaps at times something similar happens in the spiritual realm. As more and more people unite in 
prayer, it seems as if a great mass of prayer is accumulated until suddenly there is a breakthrough and 

God’s will is accomplished.” 

- Wesley Duewel


